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 There are two mainstream annotation formats for scene text 
datasets: word-level and line-level annotations.

 In previous works, word detection and text-line detection are 
usually treated separately.

 Word-level and line-level detection are closely related.

Introduction



System Overview
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Architecture

• A backbone network (ResNet-50 FPN) for feature extraction.

• Two detection heads for words and text-lines detection, respectively. 

• Two novel modules for the mutual guidance of the two tasks. 



Mutual Guidance Strategy
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For ease of analysis, we divide the training process into 
two stages.

Stage 1 Stage 2



Mutual Guidance
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 Stage 1

: backbone network

: original features

: word detector

: text-line detector

: output results of word detector

: output results of text-line detector



Mutual Guidance
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 Stage 2

• Line filtering modules.

• Word enhancing modules.



Loss Function
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 We use pair of datasets, one with word-level ground truth   
and  one with line-level ground truth        . 

 For a data batch with       , we just compute the dice coefficient 
loss between       and  its two stages’ outputs        and       .

• Where        represents the category of the current data batch.

• If a data batch has ground truth          only,  then                                    and 
vice verse. 
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Datasets

• ICDAR2015: Word-level annotated dataset.

• CTW1500: Line-level annotated dataset.



Experiments
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Models

• Baseline: The basic detector trained with word-level and line-level
annotated data separately

• Baseline + joint: The basic detector jointly trained with word-level and 
line-level annotated data.

• Dual-task: Our proposed dual-task network jointly trained with word-
level and line-level annotated data.

• Dual-task + guidance: Our proposed dual-task network jointly trained 
with word-level and line-level annotated data, and the mutual 
guidance strategy added.
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• The basic detector jointly trained with two datasets yields deteriorated 
performance.

 Ablation studies on ICDAR2015

• The dual-task network leads to an improved performance.

• The dual-task network trained with mutual guidance yields the best 
detection performance.



Experiments
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 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods.

• Detection results on ICDAR2015.



Experiments
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 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods.

• Detection results on CTW1500.



Experiments
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 Some examples of text detection. 

ICDAR2015 CTW1500

• Each image can get two formats of detection results from two detection 
heads. 



Conclusions
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 Proposed method has achieved competitive performance. 

 Propose a text detection method that can perform both word-
level and line-level text detection.

 Propose two novel modules for the mutual guidance of the two 
tasks.

 Future works

• Line filtering module.

• Dual-task network.

• Word enhancing module.

• Weakly-supervised training.

• Adding character-level detection.
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